The uncertainties that affect the prediction of solar neutrino Auxes are evaluated with the aid of standard solar models. The uncertainties are determined from available data for all measured quantities that are known to affect significantly the neutrino fluxes; these include nuclear reaction rates, the solar constant, and the primordial surface composition of the sun. Uncertainties in theoretical quantities (such as the stellar opacity, the equation of state, and the rate of the proton-proton reaction) are estimated from the range of values in published state-of-the-art calculations. The uncertainty in each neutrino flux that is caused by a specified uncertainty in any of the parameters is evaluated with the aid of a series of standard solar models that were constructed for this purpose; the results are expressed in terms of the logarithmic partial derivative of each flux with respect to each parameter. The effects on the neutrino fluxes of changing individual parameters by large amounts can usually be estimated to satisfactory accuracy by making use of the tabulated partial derivatives. An overall "effective 3o. level of uncertainty" is defined using the requirement that the true value should lie within the estimated range unless someone has made a mistake. Effective 3o. levels of uncertainty, as well as best estimates, are determined for the following possible detectors of solar neutrinos:
, and the relative contributions of the different regions of the sun to the observed frequency splitting of the p-mode (5-minute) oscillations (see Fig. 3 ).
We assume in this paper the conventional pictures of stellar evolution and neutrino propagation.
We do not discuss the many interesting suggestions that have been made of how to modify the conventional ideas of stellar evolution in order to be in agreement with the results of the Cl experiment. We also suppose that electron neutrinos produced in the solar interior are unaffected by either oscillations or decay on the way to the Earth from the sun. Thus (Table VII) . We also present integral quantities, such as neutrino fluxes (Table VIII) , the primordial helium abundance and its uncertainty I'Eq. (17) and Table   Xj , and the fraction of energy generated by the p-p and CNO cycles. The relative contributions of different regions of the sun to the splitting of the frequencies of the p-mode (large-n, small-I) five-minute oscillations are calculated and presented in Fig. 3 . We also give in Table  IX Bahcall (1969b) .
This paper is part of a series of studies of solar neutrino models that began in 1964 (references to other papers in this series are given in the caption of Fig. 4 ). For the reader's convenience, we list in the Prefatory Bahcall (1964) ; Sears (1964) ; Parker, Bahcall, and Fowler (1964) ; Fowler, Caughlan, and Zimmerman (1967) ; Salpeter (1968) ; Iben (1968); ; Bahcall, Bahcall, and Ulrich (1969); Bahcall and Ulrich (1970); Bahcall and Sears (1972) ; Fowler (1972) ; Ulrich (1974); Fowler; Caughlan, and Zimmerman (1975) ; Parker (1978) ; Rolfs and Trautvetter (1978) ; Bahcall (1979) ; Bahcall et al. (1980); Trautvetter (1981) ; and Parker (1982) . The present discussion is intended to be both explicit and contemporary, bringing previous discussions up to date and to a certain extent clarifying them and making them more complete and accurate. We make our own detailed evaluations of the uncertainties in the important experimental quantities, since in some cases the original analyses have not been explicit or correct. The basic quantity of interest for all of the nuclear reactions we discuss is the low-energy cross-section factor S(E) defined by (see, for example, Clayton, 1968) S(E) = o(E) E exp( 2m. Z&Z2e /fiu ), .
where o(E) is the cross s. ection at the center-of-mass energy E, Z&Z2 is the product of the atomic numbers of the interacting particles, and U is their relative velocity.
%'e discuss separately each of the most important reactions in the proton-proton chain, which is the dominant source of energy and neutrino production in the sun.
The CNO reactions are discussed only briefly, following Parker (1982) .
1. p+p~H+8++v,
The effective cross-section factor for the proton-proton reaction can be written (Bahcall and May, 1969 ) until 1980 (Bahcall et al. , 1980 (Bahcall, 1966a; Bahalla, 1966) Gari, 1978 S(E =0) = S~M(E =0; 5=0)(1+0.025)
The uncertainty in the first parenthesis arises from the estimated uncertainty (by Bahcall-May, 1969) Blin-Stoyle and Papageorgiou, 1965; Gari and Huffman, 1972; Dautry, Rho, and Riska, 1976 Tombrello, 1967; 0warakanath and Winkler, 1971; and Dwarakanath, 1974 Avni, 1978; Cash, 1976) is to find the minimum X for each value of S33(0), allowing the linear and quadratic fitting parameters to be whatever gives the best fit to the data. I.et the Si2(0) = (2.5+0.4) X 10 keVb, (dSi2/dE)~o --+7.9 X 10 b.
The (p, y) reaction is the only important deuteriumburning reaction (Parker, Bahcall, and Fowler, 1964 No evidence has been found for the a priori unlikely possibility (Fowler, 1972; Fetisov and Kopysov, 1972) of a low-energy resonance in this reaction (see, for exainple, Parker et a/. , 1973; Halbert, Hensley, and Bingham, 1973; and Dwarakanath, 1974 We have made use of the direct-capture cluster-model calculation (Tombrello et al. , 1963) Bahcall et al. (1980) . Stimulated by the preliminary report by Rolfs (1979) of measurements which seemed to indicate a nearly flat and theoretical (Tombrello et al. , 1963) (Rolfs, 1981) (Bahcall, 1962) by bound electron capture (Iben, Kalata, and Schwartz, 1967 (Kavanagh, 1960; Parker, 1966 Parker, , 1968 Kavanagh et al. , 1969, and Kavanagh, 1972; Vaughn et al. , 1970; Wiezorek et al. , 1977) . Low-energy cross sections are determined primarily by two of these studies, the Caltech measurements (Kavanagh et al. , 1969; Kavanagh, 1972) and the Brookhaven measurements (Parker, 1966; Parker, 1968) . [The 1960 measurements of Kavanagh (1960) included data at only two energies (E~= 800 and 1400 keV), with an accuracy of only +40%%uo. The measurement of Wiezorek et al. (1977) at Munster was done at only one energy, with an uncertainty of + 25%%uo. The measurements of Vaughn et al. (1970) (Parker, 1966) Barker, 1980 Rolfs and Rodney (1974) Parker (1979) Rolfs (1973) 196S; Christy and Duck, 1961; Williams and Koonin, 1981) which predicts a rise in the cross-section factor S(E) as E, is reduced from 100 keV towards zero energy. A particularly simple derivation of this predicted behavior has been given recently by Williams and Koonin (1981) . The results of our reanalysis are
where Si7 (0) Barker (1980) has considered some theoretical models, based on the Li(n, y) Li capture reaction, in which S,7(0) = 0.018+0.04 keVb.
It is instructive to calculate the 3o. uncertainty in the value of Si7 (0) (Tombrello, 1965; Williams and Koonin, 1981) (Bahcall, 1978 Withbro, 1971; Pagel, 1973; Meyer, 1979 Table IV is AZ/Z = 0. 1.
The uncertainties quoted by Ross and Aller for individual elements (see Table IV Fortunately, Lambert (1978) has provided an extensive analysis of the major ingredients that enter importantly the determination of the photospheric abundances of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (which together constitute about 75% of the standard total heavy element abundance). Lambert (1981) has performed a detailed evaluation of the approximate 3o. error for the solar photospheric abundance of oxygen based on the results given in Lambert (1978) . We are indebted to Professor Lambert for generously permitting us to surnrnarize his conclusions below.
The main uncertainties that enter the oxygen determinations are (1) the spread in values given by different model atmospheres, (2) the uncertainty in the absolute f values, (3) the measured equivalent widths, and (4) questions about the applicability of the standard assumptions. Lambert (1981) Table 6 of Lambert (1978) Lambert (1978) . Lambert (1981) (Magee, Merts, and Huebner, 1975) .
Also shown in the last column of (Grec et al. , 1980) . This normalization avoids the numerical inaccuracies inherent in our present treatment of the convective zone, but does not affect significantly the histograms discussed below.
The fractional contribution F to the p-mode splitting from any radial interval R to R + AR is
The histogram of the fractional contributions to the observed p-mode splitting is shown in Fig. 3 , which is taken from Bahcall (1981a) , for mass fractions from 0.05 Mo to 10Mo corresponding to radial intervals from 0.08Ro to 1.0Ro. Also shown in Fig. 3 taken from the earlier discussion of Bahcall (1981a) . majority of the nuclear energy is produced in the intermediate region between 0.05MO and 0.4MO.
The fractional decomposition shown in Fig. 3 Ulrich (1969) , which has been the most often used guide over the past decade to the sensitivities of solar neutrino fluxes.
The partial derivatives with respect to SI~4, the cross section factor for the reaction '"N(p, y)' Q, are given here for the first time, so far as we know.
We have verified that large changes in nuclear crosssection factors may be described reasonably accurately by the logarithmic derivatives given in Table XI The fluxes given in the fourth column of Table VIII were obtained using the Munster value (Krawinkel et al. (23) and (24) for the uncertainty in the total rate and in the individual fluxes are not proportional to each other when more than one neutrino flux contributes significantly to the expected capture rate. Table I ), there is no independent constraint on the neutrino flux from the optically observed characteristics of the sun. For the neutrino fluxes from ' N and ' O decays, Bahcall (1978 Bahcall ( , 1979 , and in Cleveland, Bahcall (1978) , since the experimental ft value for the Be decay to the 1/2 excited state of Li was changed The first row of Table XVI gives the calculated uncertainties in the predicted rate for solar neutrino capture by Li from the specified uncertainties in the rate of the proton-proton reaction, the He-He reaction, the HeHe reaction, the p-Be reaction, the heavy element abundance, and the solar opacity. Comparable uncertainties, all of order 4 -6 SNU's, result from our imperfect knowledge of S», S3&, SI7, S~~4, and Z; the other estimated uncertainties are relatively unimportant.
The total estimated uncertainty is + 14 SNU.
The predicted capture rate for solar neutrinos incident on a Li target is ' Includes 10% uncertainty in absorption cross sections for '8 neutrinos (see Bahca)l, 1978).
Includes maximum likely contribution of 9 SNU from neutrino absorption to excited states {see Bahcall, 1978 and the text of this paper).
Does not include uncertainty due to neutrino cross sections, which are taken from Bahcall (1981b). 37Cl The uncertainties in the predicted capture rate for a Cl detector are shown in the second row of Table XVI .
The predicted capture rate is gP;o. ; = 7.6SNU(1+ 0.43). Bahcall (1964 and by Domogatsky (1969 suggest that the calculated flux of neutrinos from 8 decay is overestimated by a factor of almost four (see Sec. V.C below). The possibility of using a Li detector for observing solar neutrinos has been discussed by, among others, Bahcall (1964b; 1969b) , Kuzmin and Zatsepin (1966) , Pomanski (1966) , Davis (1969) , and Rowley (1974; can be used to set an upper limit on the flux of neutrinos from B decay: p( B) & 2 X 10 cm 2 sec '. This upper limit is almost a factor of 4 less than the flux predicted by the standard model.
The capture rate given in Eq. (26) was computed using the value, and the estimated uncertainty, for the He-He cross-section factor given in Eq. (8) The estimated uncertainty in the flux of neutrinos from the decay of 8 also dominates the error estimate in Eq.
(27), accounting for 1.9 SNU out of a total of 2.1 SNU.
The
Cl experiment and its results have been described by Davis in a number of publications including Davis (1964; 1969; 
The predicted capture rate for Ga is ( 0.1 SNU.
In calculating the rate given in Eq. (28), we have made use of the relatively recently measured lifetime for 'Ge of 11.41+ 0.06 d (Hampel, 1981b The relevant excited states are: 5/2 (at 0.175 MeV excitation), 3/2 (at 0.50 MeV), and 3/2 (at 0.71 MeV). We have followed the prescription of Bahcall (1978) in estimating the maximum likely contribution of transitions to these states. The correction factors Qo given in Table VIII of Bahcall (1978) were used to obtain a maximum possible increase in the cross section above the rate that is calculated by considering only ground state transitions. We find in this way a maximum contribution from transitions to excited states of 'Ge of 9 SNU.
The strengths of the transitions to the three excited states of 'Ge discussed above could be estimated by measuring the forward differential scattering cross section for the reaction 'Ga(p, n) 'Ge at moderate energies () 100 MeV). Determination of the cross section to the ground state of 'Ge and to the three relevant excited states should permit the independent estimation of normalized absolute values for the p-decay matrix elements. The (p, n) cross sections should yield reasonably accurate values for the relevant matrix elements (see Goodman et al. 1980) . The method could be tested further by comparing the (p, n) cross sections for nuclei in the same mass range with related transitions (see Bahcall, 1978, for a list of the relevant target nuclei) with the known p-decay rates of the nuclei.
The proposed calibration of the Ga detector with the aid of a 'Cr source could also be useful in determining, or setting a limit on, the contributions from excited states. The maximum correction factors Qo used above correspond (cf. Bahcall, 1978) to an increase of the average cross section for neutrinos from 'Cr by 15%, from 51.9 & 10 cm to 59.5 & 10 cm . The sources of uncertainty discussed in Sec. II lead to Most of the difference between the rates given in Eqs. (28) and (29) is from neutrinos produced by electron capture on Be.
The 'Ga experiment was suggested by Kuzmin (1966) .
Various aspects of this experiment have been discussed by, among others, Pomanski (1965), Kuzmin and Zatsepin (1966) , Dostrovsky (1978 , Bahcall (1978) , Cleveland, Davis, and Rowley (1980) , and Hampel (1981a) . 
where we have used the neutrino absorption cross sections given for 'Br (and Br) by Bahcall (1981b) The proposed experiment with " In (Raghavan 1976 (Raghavan , 1978 (Raghavan , 1981 involves measuring the energy of each electron produced by neutrino capture. The determination of the energy spectrum of the electrons, which reflects the energy spectrum of the neutrinos, would in principle make possible a separation of the different neutrino contributors to the total counting rate. Neutrinos from the proton-proton reaction contribute 81% of the predicted total capture rate and neutrinos from electron capture by Be contribute 19%. The astrophysical uncertainties in the production rate from these two sources should be considered independently, since the electron spectra resulting from these reactions are to be measured separately.
We find, not including uncertainties in the neutrino absorption cross sections, P(p -p}o("In) = 532SNU(1+0. 02), (32) P ( Be) Table VIII ).
The additional uncertainties from the neutrino absorption cross sections are difficult to estimate reliably (see Bahcall, 1978) . However, improved estimates of the neutrino cross sections could be obtained with the aid of measurements of (p, n } cross sections in the forward direction (see Goodman et al. , 1980) on " In leading to excited states of " Sn at excitation energies of 0.61 MeV time by Bennett et al. (1980; see also Haxton, 1981) .
The uncertainties in the neutrino absorption cross sections are difficult to evaluate with the available experimental data, but may be determinable by using a 'Cr source (Bahcall, 1982) or by measuring (p, n) forward scattering cross sections at moderately high energies (cf. Goodman et al. , 1980) . The largest fraction of the predicted rate, 10.6 SNU or 64%, is expected to arise from the Be electron capture reaction.
If the Munster value for S34 (Krawinkel et a/. , 1982) is used instead of the Caltech value (see discussion in Sec. II.A.5), then the rate predicted by the standard model is 11. 6 SNU (1+0.25).
For Br, there is also a small capture rate of neutrinos from B decay (Bahcall, 1981b In addition to the references cited above, the 'Br experiment has been discussed by, among others, Scott (1976 Scott ( , 1978 , Hampel (1976) , Rowley et al. (1980) , and Hurst et al. (1980 cm sec ' would provide independent and astrophysically important information (see Bahcall, 1978) on the rate at which the rare p-Be reaction occurs in the solar interior.
The absorption by Mo (and Mo) of solar neutrinos would produce trace amounts of Tc in deeply buried molybdenum ores and would yield information on the average neutrino flux from the decay of B over the past several million years (see Cowan and Haxton, 1982 Cowan and Haxton, 1982 Bahcall (1978 Bahcall ( , 1979 . b Neutrino absorption cross sections from Table XVII. ' Neutrino absorption cross sections from Bahcall (1981b) ; see also Haxton (1982) and Bennett et al. (1981) .
M( Be)/R( Be) = +0.29. (35) Qne might hope that the ratio of neutrinos from B decay to neutrinos from electron capture on Be would be much better determined than either of the Auxes independently.
Unfortunately, this is not the case since the main contributor to the uncertainty in the ratio, I', of the fluxes is the cross section factor for the reaction p Be, which affects only P( B) and not P( Be). We find 5I' = +0.39,
where I' -= P( B)/P( Be) .
Recent discussions of electron-neutrino scattering experiments have been given by Chen (1978) and Lande (1978) . The use of deuterium as a detector of solar neutrinos has been discussed by Fainberg (1978) . Cowan and Haxton (1982) (Table VII) , the solar neutrino fluxes (Table VIII and Fig. 2) , and the luminosity history of the sun (Table IX) . The calculational procedures are also discussed in this section and in the appendices.
(3) The primordial helium abundance implied by the standard solar model is Y= 0.25+0.01 (see Table X and Sec. III.C). This value is in good agreement with the primordial helium abundance inferred from the standard Big Bang cosmology (see Peebles, 1971 Bahcall (1964a) , Bahcall (1966b) , , Bahcall, Bahcall, Fowler, and Shaviv (1968) , , Bahcall (1969a) , Bahcall and Ulrich (1970) , Bahcall and Ulrich (1971), Bahcall, Huebner. Magee, Merts, and Ulrich (1973) , Bahcall (1977) , Bahcall, Huebner, Lubow, Magee, Merts, Parker, Rozsnyai, Ulrich, Argo (1980) , and the present paper (1982 To study the size of the error for finite N define: D = (1 + Rh, r/N)~-e~a ',
